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“I can honestly  

say that these  

last few weeks  

have been  

the best of my life,  

bar none.”
Stephanie Wright, student

TASP
June 28–August 8

2009

http://tasp.tellurideassociation.org
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Who Attends A tAsP?
The TASPs bring together intelligent, motivated students 
from the United States and abroad. Colleges throughout 
the country are familiar with the rigorous selection and 
preparation of TASP participants. Indeed, the vast major-
ity of TASP students go on to attend the finest colleges 
and universities in the country. Telluride Association 
hopes the TASP experience endows its students with a 
sense of intellectual purpose and community responsibil-
ity that will prepare them for whatever course in life they 
choose.

TELLURIDE

a free academic opportunity for high school juniors

telluride AssociAtion

The unusual character of the TASPs reflects the educational philosophy of their  
sponsoring institution, Telluride Association. The summer programs are only 
one of the projects of Telluride Association, a private, not-for-profit organiza-
tion whose members are young men and women committed to creating unique 
educational experiences. Telluride Association and its sister institution, Deep 
Springs College, were founded by Lucien L. Nunn (1853–1925), a pioneer in 
the development of the electric power industry. Nunn lived and worked for 
much of his life in Telluride, Colorado, from which Telluride Association takes 
its name.

Telluride Association seeks out young people with the desire and the ability to  
contribute to society and helps them develop intellectually and as community  
members. Telluride Association promotes no particular political or religious  
viewpoint. Cornell University, the University of Michigan, and the University  
of Texas at Austin, whose educational objectives coincide with the purposes of  
the TASPs, join Telluride Association in sponsoring and supporting the summer  
programs on their campuses.

There are no grades or college credit. TASPers participate 
solely for the pleasure and rewards of learning with intel-
ligent, highly motivated students of diverse backgrounds.

 

Each TASP forms a focused community that actively plans 
and manages many features of the non-seminar part of their 
summer program. Programs emphasize a commitment to 
building a diverse, reflective, intellectual community, and 
strive to be free from cliques and exclusive relationships.

 
Housing, dining, and tuition expenses are covered by 
Telluride Association and the host institutions. Students 
pay only the costs of transportation and incidental 
expenses. Participants with demonstrated need may 
request financial aid to cover reasonable travel costs.  
We can also offer stipends of up to $500 to replace sum-
mer work earnings for students who would otherwise be 
unable to attend a summer program. It is the policy of 
Telluride that no student be barred from attending a TASP 
for financial reasons.

Students attend TASP because they want a 
personal and intellectual challenge. 

Telluride Association Summer Programs are free. 

Students participate in a vibrant community 
experiment. 
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Overall, this was the kind of teaching experience that sets a 

standard by which to measure other teaching experiences. 

 Professor Robert Hansman,  
TASP faculty 2007

The 2009 TASP Locations

Three distinguished academic institutions will host Telluride Association 
Summer Programs in 2009: Cornell University, the University of 
Michigan, and the University of Texas at Austin. Each host institution  
has its own distinctive character.

CornEll UnivErSiTy, founded in 1868, is located in 
Ithaca, a small city in upstate New York. Cornell com-
bines a strong liberal arts tradition with a commitment 
to research in the sciences, enabling it to sponsor an 
unusually broad range of academic endeavors and making 
it a stimulating setting for two TASPs. Set on a hillside 
that overlooks Cayuga Lake and surrounded by scenic state 
parks, the campus affords beautiful views across a broad 
valley. Breathtaking gorges traverse the area, and the city 
is a wonderful place for walks, field trips, and picnics. 
Participants in either TASP live in Telluride House, a resi-
dence that houses about thirty Cornell students and addi-
tional faculty guests during the academic year. TASPers have 
access to Cornell’s libraries and some athletic facilities, and 
to Ithaca’s summer theatre and movie offerings.

UnivErSiTy of MiChigAn is in Ann Arbor, a vibrant 
center of culture and the arts located fifty miles west of 
Detroit. The “U of M” is a leading public research univer-
sity with a distinguished liberal arts college and several 
renowned professional schools. It is also home to the 
Michigan Branch of Telluride Association, a recently estab-
lished living-learning scholarship house near campus with 
a special focus on public service. Top scholars in a range 
of fields will lecture to the TASPers on topics of their 
choosing. Michigan TASPers can also ramble through “the 
Arb,” Ann Arbor’s sprawling botanical preserve and recre-
ation area, visit sidewalk cafes and bookstores, and attend 
concerts, outdoor movies, and the famous Ann Arbor Art 
Fair. Fourth of July celebrations will include spectacular 
fireworks along the Huron River.

ThE UnivErSiTy of TExAS AT AUSTin, founded in 1883, 
is located in a beautiful area of Texas known as the Hill 
Country. With distinguished programs in virtually all 
fields of the arts and sciences, UT is home to the “Plan 
II Program,” a nationally renowned honors program that 
shares many of Telluride’s educational values.The uni-
versity also boasts extraordinary libraries, museums, and 
recreational facilities, which will be available to TASPers. 
Austin is a lively cultural mecca, billing itself as “the live 
music capital of the world.” The city offers a large number 
of restaurants and movie theatres, and several summer 
art and drama festivals. All university facilities, including 
housing, are air conditioned, and students enjoy parks, 
hike and bike trails, nature preserves, and several large 
lakes in and around the city.

life At tAsP
TASP centers on an academic seminar that meets every weekday morning  
for about three hours. Each seminar is led by a team of two professors,  
who are selected not only for the distinction of their scholarship but also  
for the excellence of their teaching.

Classes emphasize group discussions rather than lectures. Typically, the  
professors assign several hours of reading or other preparation for each class, 
as well as two or three writing assignments over the six-week seminar.  
The professors meet with each student to discuss the writing assignments,  
for which the students receive written comments but no grades. Through  
this process, students and faculty members become very closely involved  
with the material and with each other.

Out-of-classroom time at each TASP is organized by the program participants 
with the help of two college students, called factota (a Latin term for “those 
who do everything”). The factota live with the program participants and serve 
as counselors, administrators, and teaching assistants. They attend seminars 
and other TASP activities and are available to help the TASPers in every way 
possible. The factota also present and enforce the rules and policies of the  
program.

In addition to the seminar, students participate in a public-speaking program, 
attend lectures by guest speakers, and hold other social and intellectual activi-
ties as a community. Through the guest lectures, the students learn about a 
range of ideas and academic disciplines, encouraging them to develop broad 
interests. Recent guest speakers have included the head of the CBS News  
polling division, a DNA researcher, a prominent poet, a college president, and 
an anthropologist.

Life at TASP extends well beyond academic exploration. The participants are 
given considerable freedom to build their own dynamic social community. Each 
TASP meets as a group to help plan the summer’s activities and projects. This 
element of self-government is an essential part of the TASP experience. Recent 
TASPs have organized community service projects, music and theatre events, 
and excursions to state parks and art museums. Most of the programs also per-
form a limited amount of physical work in the form of cleaning or gardening 
and occasional weekend cooking. Participants always find time for impromptu 
discussions and parties, movie-going, and pickup sports. 

a free academic opportunity for high school juniors
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Cornell I Program

Pleasure and Danger: Bodies in 
History, Science, Literature, and 
Philosophy

Masha Raskolnikov, Department of English,  
Cornell University 
Gregory Tomso, Department of English,  
University of West Florida

Nothing seems more natural to us than our own flesh 
and blood. We experience our bodies as if they are sim-
ply “here,” so much a part of who we are that we take 
them for granted. Yet what we call the body is in fact a 
historical object. This seminar traces the social and cul-
tural construction of the body from Plato to the present 
day. How have we come to know the body as possessing 
attributes called “gender,” “sexuality,” and “race”? Why 
have some bodies in history been seen as monstrous, 
perverted, and unholy? What makes bodies pleasurable 
and dangerous? We will ask these questions and many 
others while examining a broad range of evidence from 
the ancient era to the present day, including philosophy, 
science, literature, painting, photography, and film. Our 
survey of the body’s history will include a consideration 
of the nineteenth-century “medicalization” of the body, 
a process that produced such diverse subjects as “hys-
terical women,” “homosexuals,” and representative racial 
“types,” including the Hottentot Venus, whose black 
female body was an object of scientific and popular fas-
cination in both Europe and America. We will look close-
ly at philosophies of the body, considering the ways 
in which it has been a problem for Western thought in 
the writings of Plato and Descartes. And we will look at 
how the body can stand in for the “real” and the most 
utterly phantasmatic, from the history of drag and gen-
der transformation to the way in which historically dis-
tant periods like the Middle Ages, which seem to survive 
as mere words, can seem so present when those words 
speak to us about the very stuff of embodied life. Texts 
for the seminar will include, among others, selections 
from Anne Fausto-Sterling, Sexing the Body: Gender 
Politics and the Construction of Sexuality; Stephen 
Jay Gould, The Mismeasure of Man; Shakespeare, Titus 
Andronicus; Descartes, Meditations on First Philosophy; 
Loren Cameron, Body Alchemy: Transsexual Portraits; and 
films such as Tod Browning’s Freaks.

Cornell II Program

Empire of Prisons 

Tamar Carroll, Department of History 
Barry Maxwell, Departments of Comparative Literature and American Studies 
Cornell University

SEMINARSsummer ProgrAms 2009

The United States now ranks first in the world in its rate of 
incarceration, with one out of every 100 adult Americans in 
jail or prison and millions more on probation or parole. The 
U.S. prison population is remarkable not only for its size (five 
times historic norms) but also for its marked racial disparities. 
According to the U.S. Department of Justice, one in three black 
males born today can expect to spend time in jail or prison in 
his lifetime, and one in seven black adult males has lost the 
right to vote as a result of felony disenfranchisement. As the 
domestic prison population has continued to skyrocket, the 
U.S. military and intelligence services have built a network 
of overseas, often secret, prisons for the detention of alleged 
terrorists. Additionally, through financial and military aid pro-
grams and other incentives and impositions, the United States 
exports its prison regime to countries across the globe. This 
course will interrogate the American penal system at home and 
abroad in both historical and contemporary contexts. In 1849, 
Edgar Allan Poe wrote that “in looking back through history ... 
we should pass over all the biographies of ‘the good and the 
great,’ while we search carefully the slight records of wretches 
who died in prison, in Bedlam, or upon the gallows.” Following 
Poe, we will seek to get at the experience of prisoners through 
studying their own creative output, as well as by reading offi-
cial documents against the grain. We will consider a wide vari-
ety of sources, including prisoners’ writing, raps, song, slang, 
graphic art, and plays, as well as policy reports, government 
documents, activist documentation, carceral theory, the his-
tory of criminal justice, and documentary film to address these 
key themes: criminalization (of substances, relationships, acts, 
populations, poverty); architecture, enclosure, and citizenship; 
imperialism, morality, and the political economy of incarcera-
tion; race, class, gender, and criminal justice; sexuality, the 
family, and imprisonment; and governmental, creative, and 
activist responses to the U.S. penal system. Readings on chain 
gangs in the post-Reconstruction South, the Attica prisoner 
uprising, the Rodney King case, the war on drugs, the policing 
of gangs and the California State Prison system, and torture 
and the war on terror, among others, will serve as case studies 
for investigation of our central themes.
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Michigan Program

Physics, Philosophy, Fiction 

Benjamin Paloff, Department of Slavic Languages 
and Literatures, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor 
Katie Peterson, Robert B. Aird Chair in the 
Humanities, Deep Springs College

A great deal of emphasis is placed today on 
interdisciplinary practices whenever we undertake 
advanced work in the humanities and sciences. 
But what does this interdisciplinarity mean, and 
how can it be applied? In this seminar, we will 
examine outstanding examples of interdisciplinary 
thinking from the ancient world to the present 
and consider how science, philosophy, and the arts 
have complemented and complicated each other 
in a variety of cultural and historical contexts. 
From Lucretius’s pre-Christian verse treatise on 
atomic physics to Albert Einstein’s reflections on 
the consequences of relativity; from eighteenth-
century epics about evolution by Erasmus Darwin 
(grandfather of Charles) to the recent poems they 
have inspired; from Karel Capek’s 1921 play R.U.R., 
which introduced the word “robot,” to contempo-
rary debates about artificial life, we will examine 
how the recent resurgence of interdisciplinary 
thinking in the academy represents less a new 
development than a return to foundational meth-
ods. Source material will include works by Thales, 
Empedocles, Aristotle, Lucretius, Mary Shelley, Em-
ily Dickinson, H. G. Wells, William Carlos Williams, 
Karel Capek, C. P. Snow, David Bohm, N. Katherine 
Hayles, Elizabeth Willis, and others.
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UT Austin Program

Documenting Reality: Producing and 
Reading the Literature of Fact

J. B. Colson, Department of Journalism 
William Stott, Departments of American Studies and English 
The University of Texas at Austin

“Fifteen apparitions have I seen,” wrote the poet W.B. 
Yeats. “The worst a coat upon a coat-hanger.” Though we 
know a good deal about the way great fictions work, we 
are only beginning to learn how to deal with what may be 
called the literature of fact, that coat on the hanger. This 
course will explore and analyze the theory and practice of 
written, photographed, and filmed documentary, oral his-
tory, human-interest journalism, and participant-observer 
social science.

Students in the course won’t only analyze nonfiction 
documents; they will also create them. After the first two 
assignments—the first an introspective ethnography (in 
plainer words: an autobiographical statement), the second 
a classmate report—students will document, alone or, if 
they choose, with others, subjects that honestly interest 
them. Such documentation may be done in writing, photo-
graphs, recorded interviews, video, or web pages—but in 
every case the documentary projects will be created with 
input from both professors and the quality of presentation 
will be evaluated as well as the significance of the content.
Like any city with a university campus, the state capital, 
omnipresent high-tech industry, the mother store of Whole 
Foods, and a world-class natural urban swimming pool, 
Austin offers innumerable topics for documentation, and the 
professors promise to tempt 
students with at least 50 
possibilities. However, it will 
be up to each student, alone 
or with one or two fellow 
TASPers, to choose the sub-
ject he or she will undertake.  
The course assignments 
will likely include portions 
of the following: Hortense 
Powdermaker’s Stranger 

and Friend: The Way of an Anthropologist; Leon Dash’s Rosa Lee: A 
Mother and Her Family in Urban America; George Orwell’s The Road 
to Wigan Pier; Janet Malcolm’s The Journalist and the Murderer; Bill 
Stott’s Documentary Expression and Thirties America; and examples of 
classic “new journalism.” The documentary films assigned will prob-
ably include: Love Tapes; The Six O’Clock News; The Confessions of 
Rosa Lee; Cannibal Tours; Let Us Now Praise Famous Men—Revisited; 
and 42 Up. In addition, students will examine 30+ “documentary” 
(i.e., photo-and-text) books in the Photographic Collection of UT’s 
Humanities Research Center.



“I have never been involved  

in a teaching experience  

as high-quality and  

important as this one.”

Tom Palaima,  
TASP faculty 2005

hoW ProgrAm PArticiPAnts Are selected

A student may receive an application for a scholarship to the Telluride Association 
Summer Programs in several ways: by receiving a high score on the Preliminary 
Scholastic Aptitude Test/National Merit Scholarship Qualifying Test (PSAT/NMSQT), 
upon nomination by a teacher or counselor, or by downloading an application from 
our web site.

The application process is more rigorous than most college admissions procedures, 
and each application is given serious, thorough attention. Because TASP is an experi-
ence in community living as well as in intellectual growth, we try to select students 
who demonstrate respect for others and who are flexible enough to enjoy the chal-
lenge of interacting with people whose perspectives and experiences vary enormously. 
We also try to evaluate the accomplishments of all applicants in light of their circum-
stances. In this way we hope to ensure geographic, economic, and racial diversity. 
So while they help us identify promising candidates, test scores and transcripts have 
only a limited influence on our decision. We’re much more interested in the essays 
written for the application. These essays give applicants a chance to characterize 
themselves and to demonstrate their independence of thought, curiosity, and concern 
for social and political issues.

Completed applications must be postmarked no later than January 23, 2009. 
Each application is evaluated by two or more trained readers, most of whom are cur-
rent college students who have participated in TASP. Between 140 and 160 of the 
most promising candidates are interviewed in March or April by regional representa-
tives of Telluride Association. In late April, using all the accumulated information 
about each candidate, the Summer Program Committee makes the final selection of 
participants and alternates.

The value of a summer spent learning, thinking, and comparing ideas in good compa-
ny cannot be overestimated. TASPs have provided this opportunity for 54 years, and 
we expect the 2009 programs to continue this extraordinary tradition.

a free academic opportunity for high school juniors

APPLICATION

To apply online go to:
http://tasp.tellurideassociation.org

Why Apply for a TASP?

offered free of charge since it was founded 
in 1954, TASP is perhaps the most suc-
cessful and prestigious academic summer 
program in the nation. The more than 
2,500 living TASP alumni include leaders 
in politics, journalism, academia, the sci-
ences, education, medicine, business, and 
the arts. for many, the six-week Telluride 
Association program was a key formative 
experience in their lives.

Telluride Association offers four programs: 
two at Cornell University, one at the 
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, and one 
at the University of Texas, Austin. Sixteen 
to eighteen students will be chosen for 
each seminar.
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Telluride Association does not discriminate on 
the basis of race, color, creed, religion, national 
or ethnic origin, sex, sexual orientation, gender 
identity, or physical disability.

Telluride Association occasionally shares appli-
cants’ names and addresses with our partner 
institutions for the purpose of informing them  
of scholarship and other opportunities.

"I was in the Cornell TASP in the summer of 1970. 
Although after that I spent four years as an under-
graduate at Harvard, went to graduate school at the 
London School of  Economics, was back at Harvard for 
law school, and have had a long association with the 
University of Chicago in various capacities since then,  
I often find myself telling people that the most intense-
ly intellectual experience of my life was the summer  
I spent in my TASP."

–Richard W. Shepro, Mayer Brown LLP

Printed on recycled paper.

Office of Publications and Marketing,  
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The 2009 programs 
are made possible in 
part by the bequest 
of Frank Monaghan 
in honor of Elmer M. 
"Johnny" Johnson 
and George Lincoln 
Burr. Johnny Johnson 
joined Telluride 
Association in 1915 
and later served as 
chancellor of Telluride 
Association from 
190 to 1960. George 
Burr was a Cornell 
Librarian from 1890 
to 1922 and variously 
a Cornell professor 
of ancient, medieval, 
and modern history. 
He lived at Telluride 
House as a faculty 
fellow from 1915 to 
1938.
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